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For most organisations the discipline of
Procurement is a magical art that takes

purchasing and buying 'stuff' to a dark
place they don't understand.

 
We say: It's easier to understand than

you realise and a vital part of any
business, designed to be embedded into
the DNA so that you can save money and

crucially, gain some control and clarity
over your supply chain, whilst

strengthening supplier relationships.
 

To this end, we also believe in
collaboration and sharing, so the Novo-K
team have complied this glossary to help

procurement newbies become more
comfortable with the subject, support

experts who may just appreciate the
companionship and to help explain the

importance of procurement to other
stakeholders and employees.

 
Having a quick reference glossary is a

great foundation to develop knowledge
and engage with a varied audience, so
please share liberally and we hope you

find it a useful tool.
 

If you think something crucial is missing,
become one of our collaborators and let

us know - we're always learning! 
Tweet us at @novoksmart.

Novo-K's purpose is to
‘Redefine Procurement’,

making Procurement
exciting and accessible so
that everyone can benefit
from the value it delivers.

 
We provide procurement
solutions and resource to
save money, build strong
supplier relationships and

mitigate risks, whilst
ensuring business values
are always maintained.

 
Our approach delivers

transformation at a
comfortable pace for your

business, by building
internal procurement

knowledge, sharing best
practice and providing

specialist expertise
through a tailored service.Kavita

Managing Director of Novo-K
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Acceptance Testing
Test that determines whether a
product has been made to a level
the customer is prepared to
accept

Acceptance
Consenting to receive or
undertake something offered.
Offer and ‘Acceptance’ are the
two principle requirements
needed for the formation of a
binding contract

Accounting Period
Time period in which financial
statements are prepared. Usually
one month or one year

Accounts Payable
Money owed by an organisation
to a supplier for products bought
on credit Accrual Accounting

Measures the revenues and
expenses of an organisation when
they are incurred, regardless of
when cash is exchanged

Act of God
Unforeseen catastrophic
event. Typically, a natural disaster
that impacts the ability of parties
to fulfil their contractual
agreement

Acknowledgement
Acknowledgement to a buyer
that a purchase order or a
Request for Proposal has been
received

Added Value
Amount added to the value of a
product. Normally the difference
between the price of production
and its sale price
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Agency
Relationship between two parties,
in which one, the agent, is under
control of the other. Can also
mean a supplier of people to
support your operations

Adjudication
Formal procurement decision or
judgement made to evaluate a
supplier’s response to a tender.
Typically, in the format of an
adjudication matrix or scoring
template

Aggregation

Combination of products
and/or services that are sold
together

Agility
Ability to move quickly and
easily. Agile procurement looks
for and anticipates
uncertainty, not just managing
the current environment

Agreement
Second essential step in creating
a contract, an agreement
represents the acceptance of an
offer made by another party

Alliance
Non-controlling business
relationship between two or more
parties. Often motivated by
achieving shared goals

Analysis
There are different types of
analysis in procurement: spend
analysis, category analysis, market
analysis, price/cost analysis
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Approved Supplier List (ASL)
List of suppliers that employees
are authorised to use. The use of
an ASL, can reduce the number of
suppliers and drive increased
efficiencies

Appraisal (supplier)
Typically, in the form of a
questionnaire, interview or site
visit to assess the supplier’s
capability in terms of capacity,
financial stability, quality
standards and performance

Arbitration
Where a third party is involved as
parties cannot resolve a dispute

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Machines or software are created
to imitate human behaviour by
learning, reasoning and self-
correction. Also known as
machine learning

Asset

Reported on a company balance
sheet, an asset is a valuable
resource that can be converted
into cash. Individuals companies
and governments own assets

Audit Trail

Clear, relevant and chronological
set of records or documents to
provide evidence of the incomes
and outgoings, communications
and actions

Audit Control
Process to validate that key
activities are being or have been
undertaken, can also help to
identify areas of weaknesses or
opportunities for improvement

Average Rate of Return
One of the ratios used in
investment appraisal, also
calculates the returns of an
investment

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
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Balance Sheet
Information about a company's
financial accounts, assets,
liabilities and equity

Back Order
When a customer order cannot
be immediately fulfilled from
stock

Bargaining
Negotiation style in which parties
try to reach a mutually acceptable
agreement

Baseline

Information that is used as a
starting point by which to
compare other information. In
Procurement, this is supplier
spend data

Battle of the Forms
Two parties negotiating the terms
of a contract and each party
wants the contract with their
terms

Benchmarking

Comparison of procurement
requirements against targets,
published prices, market position
or contract desirables held by
other organisations

Benefits
Positive outcomes in
procurement other than financial
saving. Typically includes risk
reduction, reduced time to
market and a preferential access
to supply

Best and Final Offer (BAFO)
Typically, at the end of a multi-
stage procurement process
where bidders submit a final
(BAFO) offer which will not be
open to further negotiation
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Blanket Order
Purchase order that is valid over a
specific period with
predetermined terms or
conditions

Best Value
Trade-off between price and
performance that provides the
greatest overall benefit within the
specified criteria

Blockchain
Technology that allows digital
information to be distributed on a
decentralised network

Bond
Agreement arranged
between two parties in order to
guarantee performance or to
provide security over non-
performance

Breach of Contract
When the agreed terms and
condition of contract are
broken. This can lead to contract
termination and/or legal action

Buyer
Typically, a role which involves
acquiring (purchasing,
procurement or sourcing) goods
or a service on behalf of others. 
purchasing, procurement or
sourcing

Budget
Represents an organisation’s plan
expressed in financial terms
over a period of time

Cloud-based Solution
Internet-based service with
resources, software and
information provided to IT devices
on demand and off premises by a
service provider
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Capacity
Maximum level of output of
product or service any given
system or resource can
potentially produce, over a set
period

Capability
Individual or organisations ability
to perform tasks or activities in an
effective way

Cartel
Illegal association of
manufacturers or suppliers with
the purpose of maintaining prices
at a high level and restricting
competition

Category

Group of related goods or services
based on similar characteristics.
Typical Procurement examples
include Utilities, IT Hardware,
Professional servicesCategory Management

Strategic procurement approach
focusing on specific areas of
spend. It aligns business goals
and stakeholder requirements
with supply market capability

Change Management
Structured approach on
transitioning individuals, systems
or organisations from the current
situation to a new, usually more
suitable one

Certificate of Origin (CO)
Certification by a government
authority, certifying the place of
growth or production

Claim
Unsolicited request or assertion
by a claimant for compensation,
payment or reimbursement for a
loss under a contract due to
negligence
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Coding Systems
Basis of electronic systems used
to identify stock items, categories
and suppliers

Code of Conduct
Formal statement by an
organisation of how it expects to
behave in upholding its stated
values

Coercion
Action or practice of persuading
someone to do something they
do not want to do by use of
psychological pressure, physical
force or threats

Collaboration
When parties work together to
complete a task or project,
involving access to shared
information Collusion

Secret agreement
between two or more individuals
or organisations to reduce
competition by the means of
deception, misleading behaviour
and fraudulent activity

Commodity
Raw material, product, good or
service that is marketable,
typically in a highly competitive
industry

Consortium
Unincorporated group of firms or
individuals, often formed to
tender for a contract with a view
to forming a company or working
in some other way in the event of
winning

Competence
Combination of training, skills,
experience that a
person/organisation has and their
ability to perform them
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Content Management
Process of how access to up-to-
date information is maintained,
with information from qualified
suppliers from within an
organisations 'purchase-to-pay'
system

Compliance
To adhere to specified
requirements, such as a policy,
specification standard regulation
or legislation

Contract Management
Activity from the start of a
contract to work completed and
onto renewals. Processes or
systems are used to report,
highlight and analyse financial
and operational performance

Cost Pipeline Visibility
Enables an organisation to view
its opportunities clearly, helping
to predict all future purchase
requests (approved and non-
approved), and open purchase
orders and invoices

Data Processing
Activity performed on a given set
of data. Typically used to extract
required information in an
appropriate format (reports,
tables or diagrams) and analysed

Default Notice
Issued when a party has breached
its contractual agreement. The
agreement may allow a
reasonable time to meet the
contractual obligation or
terminated

Decentralisation
Redistribution or transfer of
functions, powers or decisions
across an organisation
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Demand Management
Analysing current consumption
to help plan and forecast future
demand for a product or service

Demand Forecasting
Quantity of a product or service to
be purchased over a period of
time is estimated. Usually based
on the output of Demand
Management

Delegation of Authority
Division of authority and powers
downwards from the Executive
Team or manager. Within the
Procurement process this can
include spend approvals, contract
award and contract signature

Delivery in Full and On Time

Successful delivery received in full
and on time. Also known as DIFOT

Disintermediation
'Cutting out the middle man' so
that buyers can go direct to
manufacturers and eliminate
other stages within the supply
chain

Distribution
Process of moving products from
its manufacturing source to its
customer or end user

EBITDA
Earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and 
amortisation). Used to evaluate a
company's operating performance

Decentralisation
Redistribution or transfer of
functions, powers or decisions
across an organisation

Demand Management
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e-Invoice
Electronic invoicing, which is the
exchange of the invoice
document between a buyer and
supplier in an integrated
electronic format

e-Commerce
Commercial transactions
conducted
electronically. Typically, online
retail purchases

e-Marketplace
Virtual online market where
buyers and businesses can buy
and sell products and services

e-Payables
Virtual payment solution where
purchases can be made without
paperwork and approval
processes

e-Procurement
Using the internet to plan a
purchase all the way through to
payment. Can also access other
information and networking
systems that are connected to an
organisations financial system

e-Sourcing
Process of obtaining bids from
different suppliers via a single
online portal

e-Auctions
Procurement tool that uses web-
based software allowing potential
suppliers to compete online for
the best prices for the products or
services required

Escalation Clause
Contract provision that permits a
price increase, but only if certain
events occur, such as changes in
the vendor’s raw materials or
labour costs
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Supplier is guaranteed all the
business or custom as part of a
negotiated agreement

Evaluation
Consideration of the value, quality
or potential risk of a supplier and
their goods or services

Exclusivity
Expression of Interest (EOI)
Typically, a statement by an
organisation that indicates their
interest to compete for an
opportunity to provide goods or
services

Facilitation
Supporting not leading, a group
or a team to achieve a goal or
target whether it be problem
solving, making a decision or
overcoming conflict

Firm Price
Submitted pricing which is not
subject to variation or change

Force Majure

Contract provision under which
major and usually uncontrollable
events may excuse a party, in whole
or in part, from the performance of
its contractual obligations; e.g. fire,
war, or severe weather

Fixed Price
Contract term which indicates
that the price is set at a certain
amount, which is not subject to
change unless the buyer requests
a change in specifications,
delivery or contract term

Framework Agreement
Agreement that sets the limits
and scope for further negotiations
and discussions

Ethical Sourcing
Procuring products that are
produced with fair working
conditions and pay for the workers
and minimal environmental
impact
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Promise or a pledge made and
sustained

General Ledger
Centralised record-keeping
system for a company's financial
data

Guarantee

GDPR
General Data Protection
Regulation is a legal framework
that sets guidelines for the
collection and processing of
personal information within the
EU

Global Compact

Hazardous Waste
Waste that has substantial or
potential threats to public health or
the environment

Hierarchy of Needs
Strategic tool to help identify the
needs and requirements of
different functions in an
organisation

Goods
All types of products including
raw materials, equipment,
commodities and supplies

Indemnity
Contractual obligation to
compensate the other party if
there’s loss, damages or injuries

General Conditions of Contract
Terms and conditions that set the
rights and obligations of the parties
when a contract
is awarded/entered

UN Global Compact encourages
companies to make sustainability
a priority down the supply chain
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Invitation to bid for goods,
proposal or services

Intellectual Property
Creation or inventions of the
mind. e.g. copyright, trademarks,
patents

Invitation to Tender

Inventory
List of items that is held at use for
a later stage, or a collection of
products

Invitation to Bid

Inputs
Resources that contribute to a
programme or activity - including
income

Invoice

Formal request for payment;
setting out the amount due and
the payment terms

Invitation to Negotiate
Submitting a response to a bid or
proposal

Invoice Payment Terms
Agreed payment terms by
supplier and buyer

Indirect Spend
Expenditure on products that’s not
directly incorporated into the
manufacture of the product

Method of submitting a bid to
prospective suppliers

JoCoBu
Novo-K’s Collaboration Buying
Platform for organisations
like yours www.Jocobu.com
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Evaluation of total cost of a full life
span of a good or service

Key Performance Indicator
Measure of performance against
key business objectives. Known as
a KPI

Life-Cycle Costing

Krajic Matrix

Strategic tool used to segment the
supply base, allowing buyers
to prioritise buying activities based
on profit impact and level of risk
involved

Lead Time

Leverage
Power of influence over people or
decisions

Liquidated and Ascertained Assets

Pre-estimate of the loss suffered if
any issues occur while performing
the contract requirements

Letter of Intent
Pre-contractual document signed
by both parties to ensure
agreements are understood by
both

Liability
Any obligation or responsibility for
something

Joint Venture
Temporary association of two or
more parties to secure, and fulfil
a procurement bid award

Time between a placement of an
order and the receipt of the
products

Logistics
Co-ordination of people, facilities
or supplies
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Agreement that unites existing
companies into one surviving
company

Market Research
Gathering information that could
aid an organisation

Merger

Market Testing

Process of comparing the
efficiency of in-house services
against tenders from outside firms

Maverick Buying

Method Statements

Dealing with aspects of the
contract where the client has set
no expectations

Memorandum of Understanding
Informal non-binding agreement
between two or more parties
outlining the terms and details of
an understanding. Includes
each parties' requirements and
responsibilities, and is often the
first stage in the formation of a
contract

Modern Slavery
Individuals recruited, moved or
harboured through
force, coercion, deception
or abuse

Market Analysis
Collecting and analysing
information to fulfil the needs of
an organisation

Unauthorised buying done
without checking the contracts
that have been put in place

Monopsony
Scenario with many sellers or
suppliers but only one buyer
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Option to renew or continue an
existing contract

Needs Assessment
Process of determining the
businesses needs and
improvements

Option to Extend

Negotiation

Process of reaching an agreement
between buyer and supplier to
achieve mutual benefit

Negotiation Procedure

Porters Five Forces

Tool used to understand the
competitiveness of your business
environment

Net Present Value
Compares the present value of
the product to the future value

Outcomes
Benefits that come out of a
partnership or contract

Most Economically Advantageous Tender

Overarching criteria used to
select the winning tender
submission

Negotiate directly with suppliers
to award a contract to
whoever fulfils your demands

Partial Payment

Amount that is less than the
amount due overall, as an initial
down payment

Procure to Pay or Purchase to Pay

Acquiring and managing the raw
materials required to
manufacture a product
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Performance Bond
Issued to one party as a
guarantee against the failure of
the other party

Questionnaire completed by
organisations that wish to be
considered for a procurement
activity or placed on an
approved supplier list

Pre-qualification Questionnaire

Performance Review

Process of observing and assessing
the performance of a supplier
during a contractual agreement

Preferred Supplier List

Procurement

Process of sourcing goods
or services from a third party

Pre-qualification of Suppliers
Screening of potential vendors in
which factors are considered when
developing a list of qualified
vendors, i.e. financial capability,
reputation, location, values and
management

Price Fixing
Agreement among competing
vendors to sell at the same price

Partnering Contracts
Contracts in which prices and
specifications are not decided
until contracts are awarded

List of organisations preferred by
an organisation and shared with
employees
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Procurement Profiling
Refers to how strategic the value
brought to the organisation by
procurement’s services

Proprietary
Produced or marketed under
exclusive rights

Purchase Requisition

Reciept of Goods

Confirmation of delivery and
goods recieved

Quality Assurance
Assessing quality standards meet
set expectations

Procurement Value

Refers to how strategic the
value brought by procurement
is to the organisation 

Document with a list of items that
need to be ordered

Purchase Order
Document that authorises a
purchase which may contain
terms and conditions

Requisition
Formal request or demand.
Typically, of goods or services

Residual Value

Value of an item that has served
its purpose but still has some
value
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Restrictive Specifications
Limits competition by eliminating
items capable of meeting needs

Request for Proposals (RFP)
Formal request sent to a number
of suppliers for their proposals to
meet a requirement for goods or
services

Request for Information (RFI)

Request for Tender (RFT)

Formal request, typically
a structured invitation to
suppliers to submit a bid to
supply products or services

Request for Quote (RFQ)
Formal request sent
to suppliers to submit a quote for
the completion of a specific task,
project or goods

Restrictive Procedure
Only eligible applicants who
meet the buyer's criteria are
invited to tender

Formal process used to gather
information,
not generally used to make a
selection or award a contract

Risk Register
Document or log that
records organisational and/or
supply chain risks

Schedule of Rates

List of jobs outlining resource,
labour and hire rates used to price
cost reimbursable work
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Service Level Agreement (SLA)

Included in the contract between
a service provider and end user.
Output based measures that 
defines the level of service
expected

Spend Analysis

Process of collecting and analysing
expenditure to identify
opportunities and highlight
savings and or efficiency gains

SMARTprocurement

Social Enterprise

Trade on the open market
and reinvest their profits back
into their business or the local
community, allowing them to
tackle social problems

Specification
Document that clearly
and accurately presents the requi
rements and needs of key
stakeholders

Select List
List of suitable contractors that
have been selected as potential
for future activity or a contract

Strategic sourcing of goods and
services to deliver value for
money and mitigate risk

Sourcing
Critical activity used at
both tactical and strategic levels,
focused on what needs to be
purchased, when, where and why.
(Also known as procurement)

Source Reduction Product

Product that results in a
reduction of waste and instead
includes sustainable and
recyclable products
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Stakeholder Analysis
Used to
assess stakeholder interests
and needs. Helps to build
stronger relations and ensure
they are actively involved in the
organisation

Sustainable Procurement

Using
environmental, economic and
societal objectives to
procure goods and services

Strategic Sourcing

Sustainable Sourcing

Integrating and using social,
ethical and environmental factors
into the process of selecting
suppliers

Standstill Period
10-day period between the
notification of contract award
and the signing of the contract

Improving and re-
evaluating purchasing activities of
an organisation to optimise value
for money

Supply Chain
Network between an
organisation, its suppliers and
customers. The supply chain
represents the steps it takes to
get the product or service to the
customer or end user

Supplier Due Diligence

Analysis of the
financial, commercial and
operational issues surrounding an
organisation
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Tender
Official written offer to contract
products or services at a specified
rate

Terms of Reference

Purpose and structures of a project
or a meeting in which the group
have agreed to work together on a
project

Tender Evaluation Panel

Supplier Handbook
Guidance for suppliers in
delivering the contract and
meeting obligations

Panel that scores tenderers
responses to a set of questions
based on a scoring
system (Adjudication)

Total Cost of Ownership
Analysis that places a single
value on the complete lifecycle
of a purchase and includes
every phase of
ownership from acquisition to 
operation. It can also
include softer costs of training
and project management

United Nations Standard Products

and Services Code

Hierarchical convention that is
used to classify all products and
services (Taxomony)

Taxonomy

Hierarchy or classification
structure
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Variant Bids
Response to a tender in which an
alternative approach is discussed

Waiver

Authorised departure from the
contract

Value for Money
Combination of cost, quality and
sustainability that meets
customer requirements

Whole Life Costs

Consideration of all relevant costs
and revenues associated with the
acquisition and ownership of an
asset

Warranty

Conditions in which the producer
of faulty goods will repair or
replace the defective item without
cost to the purchaser

Something missing? 
Let us know: 

support@novo-k.com
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Our products are designed to help wherever you are on the
procurement maturity curve. From gaining clarity of
opportunities, taking control of spend and delivering cost
effective projects which instil confidence, our objective is to
make procurement an intrinsic part of your business
decision making
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OUR PRODUCTS

SMARTanalysis
Detailed analysis of your spend data and buying activity to
identify supply chain risk, opportunities to improve efficiencies
and highlight areas to save money

SMARTset-up
Putting you in control of procurement with tools, templates
and systems, the building blocks on which you build in-house
procurement

SMARTsupport
Bespoke service to support your on-going procurement,
supplier relationship management and contract management
needs

SMARTproject
End-to-end delivery of your procurement project, using our
Sourcing2Supervision process, to achieve value for money and
meet project goals

SMARTtraining
Build your procurement expertise through bespoke
training. Our experienced procurement trainers will work with
you to tailor engaging workshops supporting your teams
knowledge and personal development
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